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STATE OF MAINE

Department of Environmental Protection
MAIN OFFICE: RAY BUILDING, HOSPITAL STREET, AUGUSTA
MAIL ADDRESS: State House Slalion 17, Augusta, 04333
JOHN R. McKERNAN, JR.
GOVERNOR

DEAN C. MARRIOTT
COMMISSIONER

TO:

Fred Todd, Acting Director
Land Use Regulation Commission
Department of Conse~vation

FROM:

Sandra---M·. Tate, Acting Deputy Commissioner

DATE:

April 27, 1989

SUBJ:

BHP-Utah Mining Alder Pond Project

Qa/JUU-t/.c--/ii

1

J.t~

I am writing this memo as a follow-up of our telephone conversation on April
27, 1989. As we had discussed, DEP will be the lead agency for this project.
In this role the DEP will coordinate permitting activities between BHP-Utah,
DOC/LURC and DEP and provide technical support to DOC/LURC.
I understand Gloria LeVassuer on your staff will be your representative on the
mining task force and project team. Lynne Picardi, however, will be attending
the mining task force meeting on April 28, 1989.
I also want to remind you of two meetings coming up on May 8 and May 11, 1989.
On May 8th, two State of Minnesota staff will be meeting with DEP and other
State Departments to discuss mining. Commissioner Meadows should have a memo
inviting staff to attend. On May 11, 1989, BHP-Utah people will be presenting
more detailed information on the project and we will be discussing pending
issues. A LURC staff person should attend.

-

SMT /raj/ todd cc: v-Walter Anderson' MGS
C. Edwin Meadows, DOC
J, Bastey, DEP
D. Richard, DEP

• Portland •

REGIONAL OFFICES
•Bangor•

Land Use Regulation Commission
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
State House Sta. 22 · Augusta, Me. 04333 · Tel. 1207) 289-2631
In State Toll Free Number 1-800-452-8711

PERMIT

AMENDMENT A TO
STREAM ALTERATION PERMIT SA 0089

The Staff of the Maine Land Use Regulation Commission, after reviewing the
application and supporting documents submitted by BHP-Utah International Inc.
for Amendment A to Stream Alteration Permit SA 0089, finds the following
facts:
1.

Applicant:

BHP-Utah International Inc.
550 california Street
San Francisco, california 09414

2.

Date of Corrpleted Amendment Request:

3.

Location of Proposal:

4.

Zoning:

5.

In June of 1989, the applicant was issued Stream Alteration Permit SA
0089 allowing the installation of two terrporary continuous-record
stream gages to monitor the water level and continuous stream flow of
Spencer Stream and Alder Pond Brook to obtain baseline data for the
proposed Alder Pond Mining Project.

6.

The applicant now seeks amendment approval to install a third
temporary continuous-record stream gage to monitor the stream flow and
water level of Stony Brook to obtain hydrologic and surface water
quality data immediately downstream of a potential alternate site for
tailings disposal in the Stony Brook watershed.

7.

The stream gage consists of a pressure-sensitive transducer located on
the stream bottom and connected to a self-contained data logger by a
cable buried in the stream bank. The proposed recording equipment
consists of a self-contained data logger housed in a buried corrugated
metal casing with locking lids at the top of each bank.

8.

Installation is proposed for July of 1989. Minor excavation is likely
to take place along the banks of the stream. All disturbed material
would be prorrptly stabilized once the gage has been installed.

9.

The facts are otherwise as represented in Stream Alteration Permit
Application SA 0089, Amendment Request A, and supporting documents.

July 10, 1989

Lower Enchanted Township, Somerset County.

(P-SL2) Shoreland Protection Subdistrict
(P-WL) Wetland Protection Subdistrict

Based upon the above Findings, the Staff concludes that, if carried out in
corrpliance with the Conditions below, the proposal will meet the Criteria for
Approval, Section 685-B, 4 of the Commission's Statutes, Title 12, M.R.S.A.
'lherefore, the staff approves the anendrcent request of BHP-Utah International
Inc. with the following conditions:
1. · The Standard Conditions, a copy of which is attached.

Page 2
SA 0089-A; BHP-Utah International

2.

All conditions of SA 0089 shall remain in effect and must be complied
with.

This permit is approved only upon the above stated conditions and remains
valid only if you comply with all of these conditions. In addition, any
person aggrieved by this decision of the Staff may, within 30 days, request
that the Commission review the decision.
DATED AT AUGUSTA, MAINE, THIS

/

!f

I;!:,

¾ "{ 9➔ , /9

f

1

By:___;_£)~~~.._____,C,--._8=,=o-<.--.......:.......I_~_;;___
David E. Boulter, Director

P.2

JUN 06 '89 14:15 BHP-UATH SFO 415 982 9118
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IMTKROn'ICE CORRRSPOND!NCE

23500

Alder Pond
DATE:

June 2. 1989

TO:

J. A. Sittner

FROM:

R. E. Nelson

SUBJECT:

ALDER POND. POSSIBLE PERMIT STRATEGY

Given that the State of ~aine appears at this time to require considerably
more environmental background monitoring data as well as design specifics
than we had anticipated it would seem that realistically we cannot expect
to receive a permit for the advanced underground exploration until
mid-summer 1990. This means we would have spent 14 or 15 months to obtain
a permit for an advanced exploration project that itself would have a life
of only 8 to 10 months. Such a scenario clearly raises questions as to the
advisability of proceeding in such a fashion,
Alternatively, it may be appropriate for us to investigate the possibility
of applying to tha State of Maine for an underground exploration/small mine
permit with a limited life, say 5 years. and not include the mill in this
permit application, If such an approach were acceptable to the Stat4 the
advantage to us would be that upon successful completion of the underground
~xploration we would be able to proceed with a small mine development until
&uch tima as the commercial mine, mill and tailings disposal system were
permitted and constructed. Following is a possible sequence of events:
Jan. 1990

"

Submit permit application for underground exploration
and a 5 year mine operation including a closure plan.
The application would reference a proposed future mill
and tailings disposal facility but these would not be
included in the application4
·
Maine Department of Environmental Protection · publish
draft mine regulatory program.

Mar. 1990

Maine, Department of Environmental Protection publish
final mine regulatory program.
~

Aug. 199Q

Complete underground exploration/small mine permit
application by submittal of residual envir onmental
monitoring data meeting 12 months requirement.
Submit application
tailings disposal.

Oct. 1990

for

commerical

mine.

mill

Receive underground exploration/small mine permit.

and

JUN 06 ·' 89 14: 15 BHP-UATH SFO 415 982 9118

P.3

June 2, 1989
J. A, Sittner
Page 2

Jan. 1991

Begin advanced underground exploration.

Hay 1991

Extract initial bulk samples for testing.

July 1991

Analyze data on bulk samples.
Submit feasibility study for commercial mine, mill and
tailings disposal to management for decision.

Aug. 1991

Submit required data on tailings and groundwater to

Maine DEP.
Oct. 1991

Receive commercial mine mill and tailings disposal
permit.

Nov, 1991

Decision on feasibility:
If a mill is not economically justified for full
development of the project consider high grade
mining at maximum rate of 200 tons per day with
trucking of high grade ore to Canadian mill for
purpose of cost recovery of exploration program.
Alternatively, begin high grade production at
maximum rate of 200 tons per day with trucki1'8 of
high grade ore to Canadian mill with the purpose
of keeping the project active until the mill is
constructed and operational.

Jan, 1992

Begin construction of mill,

Sept. 1992

Increase mine production to 1.000 tons per day, mill
and concentrate on site,
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Resource AdministrQtor

Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

STA TE OF MAINE

State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333

PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR EXPLORATION
This permit certifies that
BHP - Utah International Inc.
1185 Hammond Street Extension
Bangor, Maine 04401

holder of Exploration Permit No. • •••8•8/.8.9.-_3••• , dated };1,;1.e• .3.0., • .J.9,88
is authorized by the Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau of
Public Lands to use machinery and explosives for exploring on

l

Somerset
d uring
·
th e perio
· d
Coun t yo f ••••••·•·••••••···•··•••,

l

•••• •w.i.n.t.e.r• •a.£• •1.9.8.9..... to ........................... , in
accordance with the provisions of the Mining on State Lands law,
Title 12, Chapter 201A, Subchapter III, Section 549-B, M.R.S.
Description of authorized methods:
Standard ground geophysical surveys including: ground
electromagnetics, induced polarization/resistivity, and
magnetics using standard equipment and procedures .

..... .?bl tr ...... .

Date

1!4!.
✓-<~t .~?. ~$.{.~~~
Authorized•s1;7ttfre
Maine Geological Survey

.....3./."?./~?.......... .
Date

Jk::'!f!... !J.... At:•:~0.,~.

Authorized Signature
Bureau of Public Lands

Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

STATE O'F MAINE

State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333

PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR EXPLORATION
This permit certifies that
BHP - Utah International Inc.
1185 Hammond Street Extension
Bangor, Maine 04401

holder of Exploration Permit No. • ••8.tV.8•9;-}•••• , dated .J.u.n.e. _3.o.,•• 1.9,88
is authorized by the Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau of
Public Lands to use machinery and explosives for exploring on
86-5 ,..
6 ,...
7 , in
· th e
Claim No. . .....
Frankl in
·
th e perio
· d
, d uring
Coun t yo f ••••••••••••••••••••••••
.•. .~i.n.t.e.r..q~ .1.9.8.9•••••• to ........................... , in

accordance with the provisions of the Mining on State Lands law,
Title 12, Chapter 201A, Subchapter III, Section 549-B, M.R.S.
Description of authorized methods:
Standard ground geophysical surveys including: ground
electromagnetics, induced polarization/resistivity, and
magnetics using standard equipment and procedures.

.... )/~{.~.} .......... .
Date

&.4lf.Mr·P-· .04.«~

Authorized Signature

M~ologica().lSurv!dey

....v./.~ /A.?.......... .
Date

~

..Authorized
I.it.;;VI/L-C✓
......-JSignature
..... ...... ·-· ......... .
-

Bureau of Public Lands

c,--VIA/Jr----

Land Use Regulation Commission ___ : · -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - l'"J)Q ,2

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

U/

State House Sta. 22 · Augusta, Me. 04333 · Tel. (207) 289-2631

J
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App 1i Cati on Number

In State Toll Free Number 1-800-452-8711

REQUEST FOR REVIEW AND COt+1ENT ON PENDING APPLICATIONS
CIRCULATION LIST
Please use the attached LETTER OF REVIEW to make colTfTlents and recommendations regarding
the attached application. The a~encies and parties indicated below have been requested to
review this application.
Division of Health Engineering, Department of Human Services-#10
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife-#41
-Douglas -Marston, Department-.of -Inland Fished es and -Wildlife ____ _._ ____ .. ___ __ .... .. ---- -- ·Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Region=----,--,.---Division of Land Quality Control, Department of Environmental Protection-#17
Division of Lakes & Biological Studies, Department -~f Environmental ·Protection-#17 • Director, Bureau of Public Lands-#22
·
Director, Bureau of Parks and Recreation-#22
___('§'>. Director, Maine Geological Survey-#22
.Director, Maine Forest Service-#22 __
11. Staff Forester, Maine Forest Service-#22
12. Maine Forest Service, -·· - - - - - - - Region ..
13. 1st Assessor of
Plantation
14. Soil and Water Conservation ColTITiission
15. Department of Marine Resources-#21
16. Maine Appalachian Trail Club
17. Regional Soil and Water Conservation District: ___________
18. Department of Transportation-#16
19. State Planning Office-#38
20. Natural Resources Council of Maine
21. Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Conmission
- .. ----- -..- .... 22. ·-us. -Fish and Wildlife Service --- - ---------------23. Regional Planning Commission: _ _,,_________
-·- -· __ ·-----24. ---ColTfTlander, .1st .Coast _Guar-d .Djstrict _ _ _
25. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
26. County Co1TJTiissioners of ---=----......,,....------- County
27. Chairman of Planning Board, Town of
28. Maine Historic Preservation Commissi_o_n--#~6'"""5----------29. Other Agencies or Interested Parties:

_______-:-10.

-

Revised 11/84

--

-

- - ---- ·--·--- · - -------- -----

··-- ---

j~

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY

'l

EC.El="I~ fE''

'.c···

·

c)z, ~'d $/o.oh,
JAN •

1987

(

y

HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

!_ANO USE REGULAT10tw COMtvt::, .

January ~,1987
Mr. Thomas rtadsky
Land use rtegulation Commission
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04333

-oP 3'191

rtE: Mineral Claims 86-1+
86~2 T2R5 & T3R5 BICPWKR,
Somerset County and
}1;:ineral Claims 86-4 thru
86-7 T1rt5 WBKP, Franklin
County
Dear Mr . .H.adsky:
This letter is written in application for a permit for Utah
International, Inc. to undertake Level A mineral exploration
activities(core drilling) on the above referenced claims which
are under LURC jurisdiction. Such permitting is provided under
Section 3., c., (4) of the Wetland Protection Subdistrict.
The area to be drilled could occur on any of the above
mentioned claims as geophysical surveys are currently being
conducted to 6 ive us specific targets to drill. A permit s~ould
thus be written to encompass any af our current claiffis. As well
our program will permit us to drill an unspecified number of
holes on these claims so our approach has to be flexible as we
apply for this permit. As we prepare our plans for drilling in
the near future we will plan to drill any holes (at an angle)
from the adjacent shoreline that will accomplish the objectives
of the program.
The equipment to be used will be a skid mounted wireline
core drilling rig, a small bulldozer (used to move the drill),
and accessory tools including drill rods and pumps. Hole size
will be "NQ" wire line (hole diameter 2.98", core diameter 1.87")
or "BQ" wire line (hole diameter 2.36", core diameter 1.43 11 ) .
Again we need the flexibility of the two different core sizes
based on drill costs and rock conditions.
The drilling will be conducted to have a minimal environmental impact with regard to the water quality of the subject
wetlands. The drill rods will be enclosed in casing from the
drill floor to firm bedrock so that all drill water will be in
a closed circuit from a storage tank at surface to the drill bit.
During coring all rock cuttings which are brought to surface will
settle in a tank and can be transported to shore at intervals.
Excess drilling process water can be pumped back to land so as
to permit no discharge into the P-WL Protection Subdistrict.
No drilling muds of any kind will be used in this program. If
heavy metals (as sulphides) are encountered, the hole can be
cemented (plugged) before the casing is removed.

I

{

UTAH INTERNATIONAL 1Nc>Ek .
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070

JAN

~1"4,~,

j~ ~87j 1987

(703) 478-0975

'ntt.1n

~'~~~~~P-tJ.\;W f,!l~H,~6Mt.'\~ :. ·

As ice conditions are approaching their best we ·'rro:ti"'~ ~tn,r~'-· 1
this information is adaquate for permitting.
1

Enclosed are the following:
1. General location map 1:100,000 showing claim loo;ations
2. Topographic map 1"=1000' showing claims #86-1 (Alder fond)
and #86-2 (Call Pond)
·'
3. Topographic map 1"=1000' showing claims #86-4 thru #86-7
(Jim Pond, Shallow Pond, Chase Pond, & Greenbush Pond)
4. Money order for $10.00 application fee.
5. Exploration permit issued by Maine Geological Survey

SiP!Jfl,~

Chris E. Mattson
P.S.

Please respond to our local address:
Utah International Inc.
S .R. 64 Box 57
West Forks, Maine 04985
Tel. 207-668-5421

· ~,

STATE OF MAINE
Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
State House Station m
Augusta, Maine 04333
l ANO USE REGULATIQr.1 Cf:i,:,~,,,"iZ~~;.-

EXPLORATION PERMIT NO. 86/87 •

03

Expires Midnight, June 30, 1987

Utah International, Inc.
P.O. Box 590
Stratton ME 04982
upon lands owned by the State ol Maine, including lands held in trust,

This exploration permit certifies that

is authorized to enter
when
the trust is such as to be consistent with mineral development, for the purpose of exploration for
minerals and metals except water, sand and gravel, in accordance with the provisions of the Mining
on State Lands law, Title 12, Chapter 201A, Subchapter Ill, Section 549-B, M.R.S. If machinery or
explosives are to be used for exploration on State-owned lands, the methods to be employed and the
amount of explosives to be allowed must first be approved by the Maine Geological Survey and the
Bureau of Public Lands, and a permit obtained from the Survey.

.. ..... ..... ... .. ... Wciaht
····················

Date of Birth

.. J.L!h'. ..1?.,...1?J:~6

Date Issued

Keep this certificate with you when exploring on Swc lands.

First Issue ..•...........
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Robert R. LaBonta
Commissioner

John R. McKernan, Jr.
Governor

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
Telephone (207) 289-2801

Maine Geologir.al Survey
Department of Conservation
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04333

July 8, 1988

BHP-Utah Mineral International
1185 Outer Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Attn: Mr. Chris Mattson
Dear Chris:
Please find enr.losed your r.opy of Exploration Permit No.
3. Also please find a rer.eipt for the amount of $840.55
renewal of your exploration permit, renewal of your five
r.laims at $100.00/r.laim, and your lease rental for 213.7
$1.50/ar.re.

88/89 for the
(5)
ar.res at

It has been brought to our attention that the 1985 Mining Law did
away with the provision that allowed for r.arry over of
exploratory and investigatory work from one year to the next.
Ber.ause of this, we are extending your r.laim on your five (5)
r.laims for 90 days.
During that time we will be reviewing the
law and making appropriate r.hanges.
If you have any questions,
please let me know.

;;,71/L~

Mir.hael E.
Resourr.e Administrator

Maine Geological Survey - Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist
State House Station 22, Augusta, Maine 04333 - Offices Located at AMHI, Ray Building

BHP-UTAH International Inc.
1185 Outer Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
(207) 942-5316

BHP-UTAH
Minerals International

June 28, 1988

Mr. Walter Anderson
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr. Anderson:
Enclosed please find supporting information and checks to renew the
following claims: #86-1, #86-2, #86-5, #86-6, and #86-7.
The enclosed check for $840.55 will cover the following items:
Renewal of our Exploration Permit ............... $ 20.00
Renewal of 5 claims at $100.00/claim ............ $500.00
Lease Rental for 213.7 acres at $1.50/acre ...... $320.55
Total. ................. $840. 55
Claim#

Acres

1987-1988
Required Expend.

1986-1987
Excess Expend.

1987-1988
Expenditure

#86-1

111.9

$559.50

$525.50

$34.00

#86-2

15.8

$ 79.00

$ 81.00

*

#86-5

47.0

$235.00

$265.00

*

#86-6

15.0

$ 75.00

$ 85.00

*

#86-7

24.0

$120.00

$355.00

*

*No expenditure needed because of credit from 1986-1987.
For Claim #86-1 a $34.00 expenditure was made with a quick traverse with
one man on snowmobile this past winter looking at the numerous boulders along
the shore of Alder Pond to determine if any of them might be outcrop. Some of
them stick out of the ice 5', but they all appear to be boulders of various compositions ranging from basalts to granites. For the other four claims no additional expenditure was needed due to the surplus.
Sincerely,

~~
Chris Mattson
CM/clp
Enclosures
BHP-UTAH International Inc. is a member

company of \he BHP-UTAH Minerals·lnternalional
Group of The Broken Hill Proprielary Company

Limiled headquanered in Melbourne, Aus1ralia .
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BHP-UTAH International Inc.
1185 Outer Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
(207) 942-5316

BHP-UTAH
Minerals International

June 28, 1988

Mr. Walter Anderson
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Anderson:
Enclosed is our annual Exploration Registration.
Corporate Office:
BHP-Utah International, Inc.
550 California Street
San Francisco, California
94104
Eastern U.S. Exploration Office:
BHP-Utah International, Inc.
510-C Herndon Parkway
Herndon, Virginia
22070
Maine Field Office:
BHP-Utah International, Inc.
1185 Outer Hammond Street Extension
Units 7 & 8
Bangor, Maine
04401
The above listed company could be conducting mineral exploration in
almost any county of the State of Maine in the following year.
Sincerely,

CL f«zit~Chris Mattson
CM:clp

BHP-UT AH lnternalional Inc. is a member

company of the BHP-UT AH Minera1s ·1nternalional
Group of The Broken Hill Proprietary Company
Limited headquartered in Melbourne, Australia.

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

SECTION #4
Assessment Work Claim #86-5 Shallow Pond
During the winter of 1986-87 the following work was carried
out on Shallow Pond:
I.

A two man crew chained and picketed the grid locations for

one day.
Labor - $140
Truck - $20
Snowmobile-$15
Total :t>175

II.

A two man crew performed a Maxmin survey on L120E for one day.

Labor -$200
Maxmin Equipment -$75
Truck -$20
bnowmobile -$15
omputer -$20
Total
$325
Total expenditure on the claim is $500 and the results of
the Maxmin show only a weak anomaly.
Further work is needed
to draw any conclusive results.
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UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

SECTION #5
Assessment Work Claim #86-6

Chase Pond

During the winter of 1986-87 the following work was carried
out on Chase Pond.

I.

A two man crew chained and picketed the grid locations for one
day and then traversed the edge~ of the pond for outcrops.
A
line of Maxmin proposed for this claim was not undertaken due
to early unsafe ice conditions.
Labor -$140
Truck - $20
total $1b0

No outcrops were located thus ±he results of our work are
inconclusive.
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UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

SECTION #6
Assessment Work Claim #86-7

Greenbush Pond

During the winter of 1986-87 the following work was carried
out on Greenbush Pond.

I.

A two man crew chained and picketed the grid locations for

one day.
Labor -:S140
Truck - $20
Total $1bO

II.

A two man crew performed a Maxmin survey on L160E for one day.
Labor -$200
Maxmin Equipment -$15
Truck -$20
Computer -$20
Total $315

Total expenditure on the claim is $475 and the results of the
Maxmin show only a weak anomaly. Further work is needed to draw any
conclusive results.
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3ine G ological Survey
Department of Conservation
Ststc House St tion
ugusta,
aine O 33

1988

BHP-Utdh International, Inc.
1185 Outer Hammond Street Extension
Units 7 & B

Banter, Maine
Attn:

04401

Chris Mattson

Dear Chris:
Pursuant to our phone conversation of tuo weeks ago
concerning your request for an additional extension on your claim
o.'a
6-1, 86-2, 86-5, 86-6, and 86-7, I m grantin the
proposed extension for these claims until ice-out, spring of
1989.
This is to allow BHP/Utnh to conclude their exploration
ctivities on these claims.
This extension is granted due to the
confusion that the new mining law created concerning the
disallowance of the carry-over of excess work expenditure from
one year to tho next.
The extension is also granted on the
assumption that BHP/Utah will perform o ploratory
ork on the
subject claims during the period of the extension.

At the end of this extension period, BHP/Utah will need to
demonstr~te work expenditures of
5.00/acre per claim or
relinquish the said claim.
If you have any questions, please
contact me here in Augusta.
Sincer ly,
Michael E. Foley
Resource Administrator

Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
STATE OF MAINE

State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333

PERMIT TO USE MA.CHIHERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR EXPLORATION
This permit certifies that
Utah International, Inc.
P.O. Box 590
Stratton, Maine 04982

holder of Exploration Permit No. 8.6.l.8.~~Q3•••••• , dated .7/.l.7/.~Ei ••• ,
is authorized by the Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau of
Public Lands to use machinery and explosives for exploring on
·
Cl aim

N o. 's• ••••••....
86-4 - 86-7
•
, 1n

th e

T own

Tl•0 5 WBKP
of •.

.L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

••••

,

County of ••~~~q~~~~ •••••••••••••• , during the period
.~i_rit.e.r•.q±:. .1.9.s.7......... to •.•.•••••••.•••..••••••..•• , in
accordance with the provisions of the Mining on State Lands law,
Title 12, Chapter 201A, Subchapter III, Section 549-B, M.R.S.

Description of authorized methods:
1.) Skid mounted wire line core drill with accessary equipment using
standard core drilling procedures.
2.) Standard ground electromagnetics, induced polarization/resistivity,
and magnetics using standard equipment and procedures.
3.) Drill rods will be enclosed in casing from the drill floor to firm
bedrock.
4.) All rock cuttings brought to the surface will be transported to
shore at intervals. No drilling muds of any kind will be used in this
program.

Date

Authorized Signature
Maine Geological Survey

February 18, 1987
..........................

p".
r-;.~~
.Authorized
. ... .l<.~,
. . . ..<
.. . ..... . ,-·.--.-.-.. . ...
Signature

Date
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Bureau of Public Lands
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UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

SECTION #3
Assessment Work Claim #86-4

Jim Pond

During the winter of 1986-87 the following work was carried
out on Jim Pond.
I.

A two man .crew chained and picketed the erid locations on
Jim Pond for 5 days.
Labor -:iii420
Truck - $60
Snowmobile -:u;45
Total $525--

II.

A three man crew performed a D~EPEM (Pulse EM) Survey on
L196E and L200E for 2 days.
Labor -$680
Pulse EM Equipment -11000
Computer -$40
Truck -$40
Two snomobiles -~60
Total $1E"2"0The total Expenditure on the claim comes to $2345.
are too weak to draw any conclusions about them.

The results
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UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

Data Profiles from L196B and L200E are being plotted
and a copy will be arriving soon.

Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
State House Station #22
Augusta, Maine 04333

STATE OF MAINE

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVE.5
I, •.. .'0.\:~';-_ . :+-.'):\-~f.~ '.\½-;'f)C\\ •• :1;-r:~.' ..••..•.••..•.•.......•....•
(Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly)

\:so~ S°i 0
..................................................................
~

. 0 ,

(Street or Box No.)

S-\T-°'~"
~,f\eoi..f9 '82..
..................................................................
(City)

(Zip Code)

(State)

.
. No ••••••••••••
Qc,,{sl - o?, , dated ••••••
117..,\-4
8.6
holder of Exploration
Permit
"-J• •••••
hereby make application to use machinery or explosives in

,

·
· No.s
- 'c?l:.-Lj-€.fo-7
· th e Town of ••••••••••
TIR.5 W""RK~
exp 1 oring
on Cl aim
••••••• , in
v •••.. ,
County of •••~~~~\,<:,~~':\ ..........••••• , in accordance with the
provisions of the Mining on State Lands Law, Title 12, Chapter
201A, Subchapter III, Section 549-B, M.R.S.
The methods to be employed will include the use of the following
types of machinery or amounts of explosives in the following ways:

\.) S\-<-,c\ N"\ou.f'\\.-e(\
LI i::."\t"\

2

J

c\,.·,\\
dr,\\, \"\~ ~n:>c<?.J..'-l.n s. ,

l.,J,~e

..,.\a.!"\d,a.rd_ <:t>r<i!.

~ S-\- ~"<\a.~

+ ~~~ l'\~~c.. S

\,,.--,e..

c.or-e..

~ r= '--\N:\ e.\c.c.-\-n:, TT°'A~l'le\°l
I..\,.·,\"\<:\,
'-...l

..,

\-a..f"\~,~

e,~ ,

en .
,

..,_,'1\\.-,

<>-C.c.<2.\:.SO~

~'-''f~l'\t'

:i""C"\J.1.1. c~c\ ~ \c. ,--n.o. -ho r') {Res-ie:;~ __;, ~
\

'-l.'1't'f'\Q.'f""l°T"

.L
-1

..t

~n::,c.~°'-'-1-~S. .

I certify that the proposed procedures described above will not
result in environmental harm.
\ 5 Tc,r, B1
.........................

Date

................. •................... .

Signature of applicant

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

January 8, 1987
Mr. Walter Anderson
State Geologist
Dept. of Conservation
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04333
Mineral Claims 86-1+ 86-2
& T3R5 BKPWKR, Somerset
County and Mineral Claims 86-4
thru 86-7 T1rt5 WBKP, Franklin
County

RE:

T2R5

Dear Mr. Anderson:
With regard to the above mentioned claims we hearby request
that a machinery and explosives permit be granted to Utah International
Inc. hold~r of Exploration Permit #86/87-03 dated 17 July 1986,
to allow diamond drilling and standard geophysical procedures on
the subject claims. This Level A mineral exploration activity
would be conducted during favorable ice condition times during
the winter of 1987. Machinery employed will be a skid mounted
wireline core drill with accessory equipment, a bulldozer, and
geophysical equipment. The work will be performed so that no
adverse environmental impact will result.

s~~~
Chris E. Mattson

P. S.

Please respond to our current local address:
Utah International Inc.
S. rt. 64 .box 57
West Forks, Maine 04985
Tel. 207-668-5421

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

January 15, 1987
Mr. Mike .Foley
Resource Administrator
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04333

Dear Mr. Foley:
In response to your letter of January 13, 1987 you will find
enclosed our APPLICATION FOR P~HMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND
EXPLOSIVES. Please process and return our permit to the following
address:
Utah International Inc.
S. R. 64 Box 5 7
west Forks, Maine 04985

Thta:?e~.,~

Chris E. Mattson

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

January 15, 1987
Mr. Mike J:t"'oley
Resource Administrator
Maine Geological Survey
State House Station 22'
Augusta, Maine 04333

Dear Mr. Foley:
In response to your letter of January 13, 1987 you will find
enclosed our APPLICATION FOR PEHMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND
EXPLOSIVES. Please process and return our permit to the following
address:
Utah International Inc.
S.R. 64 Box 57
west Forks, Maine 04985
Thc!f:/e u~
Chris E. Mattson

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
510-C HERNDON PARKWAY
HERNDON, VIRGINIA 22070
(703) 478-0975

January 8, 1987
Mr. Walter Anderson
State Geologist
Dept. of Conservation
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 043 3 3
Mineral Claims '.8 6-1+86-2
T2R5 & T3R5 BKPWKR , Somerset
County and Mineral Claims 86-4
thru 86-7 T1K5 WBKP, Franklin
County

RE:

Dear Mr. Anderson:
Vri th regard to the above mentioned claims we hearby request
that a machinery and explosives p e rmit be granted t o Utah International
Inc. hold~r of Exploration Permit #86/87-03 dated 17 July 1986,
to allow diamond drilling and standard geophys ical procedures on
the subject claims.
This Level A mineral exploration activity
would be conducted during favorable ice condition times during
the winter of 1987. Machinery employed will be a s k id mounted
wireline core drill with accessory equipment, a bulldozer, and
geophysical equipment. The work will be performed so that no
adverse environmental impact will r e sult.

s ~~~~
Chris E. Mattson
P. S.

Please respond to our current local address:
Utah International Inc.
S • K. 64 box 57
West F orks, Maine 049 8 5
Tel. 207- 6 68 -5421
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Land Use Regulation Commission
MAINE DEPARTMENT pF CONSERVATION
State House Sta. 22 Augusta, Me. 04333 · Tel. (207) 289-2631
In State Toll Free Number 1-800-452-8711

J2P 379/

Application Number

Project Analyst

LETTER OF REVIEW

0M~µJW/. /4~~4,1,~/v,/
Date Sent :_ _ _
; 1.,,_/4_/_0'-....

App 1i c ant : tlTA /.I 1Pn•.8/V&l? C71/1 L ::2:A=. Lo cat i on :
Project:

f(,A.l-e(IA'- Wt-Mtv--C✓n,
{ co tte -;::;I<, Ut A>&- ~~;1<e ":L c. e..

k'-------

In order for your ye>rrmen;s and recorrmendations to be considered, they must be
received by:
/ 1L_2':r,7 /~7 (A. s. /I.

R)

Please return this Letter of Review to the address indicated above.
attached materials for your files.
Reviewing Agency:

You may keep the

Maine Geological survey

(Please fill in your agency name)
After review of the application and consideration of the proposal's probable effect
on the environment and on our programs and responsibilities, we recorrmend:
___A public hearing for reasons noted below

- - -Disapproval for reasons noted below
X
Approval
---

with conditions as recorrmended below

- - -No recorrmendation for reasons noted below
Corrments or recorrmended conditions:
After having reviewed the application of Utah International's mineral
exploration activities(core drilling), the Maine Geological Survey sees the
stated procedures as~normal drilling and coring procedures in the
exploration for mineral deposits. We fully approve and concur on Utah
International, Inc's. application for permit to undertake mineral
exploration activities in Somerset and Franklin counties.

Revised 11/84

___ __

___,__ Land Use Regulation Commission __ ____: _

_______

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
State House Sta. 22 · Augusta, Me. 04333 · Tel. (207) 289-2631
In State Toll FrH Number HI00-452.a711

Application Number

tii"Yie-A ~618l~..ffO-,NGfAP-Rl:.4SAR~

CIRCULATION LIST - · --

1,

~=ei~~-:w~,~~r~~t~~t.t,~~,~,t~9.i:k§~~~~t,r~~~~~~~=9~=1;~_cpm].~Q,Q ~J._t.~~~

~~11:Ac'tie:d· ap pJ) -c~t~ OJI.~:::.gl}_e:.--agenC'li?S.:;,:ar,tdc;paJ:t;\€_S::_j nOl Ca ½eo'J~e1o'W3fa Ve--:tiee n· req ues te _t,
0

ffkvJ~-~-J~j~ _,aP,p1.i 7?t\9f·
1.
2

- · - -· ., - -

f · :

.

.

-

Division of Health Engineering, Department of Human Services-#10
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife-#41
. Douglas _Marston, .Department of Jnland .Fisheries ..and -Wi ldl_ife --- -- -------- - ---- ---------Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Region: · 1-~ ~- \'
Division of Land Quality Control, Department of Environmental Protection-#17
Division of Lakes & Biological Studies, Department of Environmental Protection-#17
• Directori Bureau of Public Lands-#22
·
Director, Bureau of Parks and Recreation-#22
: ___("§).· Director, Maine Geological Survey-#22
N. Director, Maine Forest Service-#22
11. Staff Forester, Maine Forest Service-#22
12. Maine Forest Service, - - - - - - - - Region
13. 1st Assessor of
Plantation
14. Soil and Water Conservation Corrrnission
15. Department of Marine Resources-121
16. Maine Appalachian Trail Club
17. Regional Soil and Water Conservation District: ___________
18. Department of Transportation-#16
19. State Planning Office-#38
20. Natural Resources Council of Maine
21. Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Corrrnission
---- - -------·- ,2. ---·u.s~-- F1 sh · and -Wildlife -service -:- __ _
23. Regional Planning Corrrnission:_---,--------24. Corrrnander, 1st Coast Guard District .
25. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
26. County Corrrnissioners of -----==-----=-------- County
27. Chairman of Planning Board, Town of
28. Maine Historic Preservation Corrrnissi_o_n--#=6~5,____________
29. Other Agencies or Interested Parties:

Revised 11/84

Land Use Regulation Commission
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
State House Sta. 22 · AuguS1a, Me. 04333 · Tel. (207) 289-2631
In State Toll Free Number 1-800-452-8711

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DP 3791
The Staff of the Maine Land Use Regulation Commission, after reviewing the
application and supporting documents submitted by Utah International, Inc. for
Development Permit DP 3791, finds the following facts:
1.

Applicant:

2.

Date of Completed Application:

3.

Location of Proposal:

4.

Zoning:

5.

The applicant proposes to undertake mineral exploration activity,
constisting of a total of approximately ten test holes to be drilled
by machinery located on the frozen surface of the ponds listed above.
A skid mounted drill rig transported by a small bulldozer will be
used. Hole sizes will be "NQ" wire line, diameter 2.98 inches; or
"BQ" wire line, diameter 2.36 inches. Drilling from the lake surfaces
would only be undertaken should slant drilling from the adjacent
shoreline prove unfeasible.

6.

The drill rods will be cased from the ice surface to bedrock. Drill
water will be contained in a closed circuit from the storage tank at
the surface to the drill bit. Rock cuttings which are brought to the
surface during coring operations will be transported to shore for land
disposal. Any excess drilling process water will be pumped to shore
so that there is no discharge to the lake. No drilling muds or other
additives will be used. If any heavy metals, as sulphides, are
encountered the drill holes can be cemented prior to casing removal.

7.

The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has no objections.

8.

The Department of Environmental Protection comments that if carried
out as proposed there will be no discharge of contaminated water to
the ponds; therefore, no permits or licenses from that department are
required.

9.

The Maine Geological Survey recommends approval and comments that the
applicant's proposal follows normal drilling and coring procedures for
mineral deposit exploration.

10.

Utah International, Inc.
S.R. 64, Box 57
West Forks, Maine 04985
January 12, 1987

Greenbush Pond; Jim Pond Township, Franklin County
Chase Pond; Jim Pond Township, Franklin County
Shallow Pond; Jim Pond Township, Franklin County
Jim Pond; Jim Pond Township, Franklin County
Call Pond; Lower Enchanted Township, Somerset County
Alder Pond; T3 R5 BKPWKR, Somerset County and
Lower Enchanted Township, Somerset County

(P-WL) Wetlands Protection Subdistrict

The facts are otherwise as represented in Development Permit
Application DP 3791 and supporting documents.

Page 2
DP 3791, Utah International, Inc.
Based upon the above Findings, the Staff concludes that:
1.

The proposal is a permitted use in a (P-WL) Wetlands Protection
Subdistrict under Section 10.16, K, 3, b of the Commission's
standards.

2.

The operation should be conducted as proposed, with special emphasis
a.

on maintaining a closed drill hole water system to avoid
adverse water quality impacts; and

b.

on sealing the drill hole to avoid adverse water quality
impacts when heavy metals are encountered.

3. Land disposal of both rock cuttings and drilling process water should
be accomplished such that disposal materials will not re-enter surface
waters.
4.

The proposal otherwise meets the Criteria for Approval, Section 685-B,
4 of the Commission's Statutes, Title 12, M.R.S.A.

Therefore, the Staff approves the application of Utah International, Inc. with
the following conditions:
1.

The Standard Conditions, a copy of which is attached.

2.

Drill holes wherein heavy metals have been encountered shall be
properly sealed.

3.

Rock cuttings and drilling process water shall be disposed of by
spreading at an upland site at least 100 feet from all surface waters,
and in a location where such cuttings and process water will not be
washed or eroded into surface waters.

4.

The Commission may extend this permit to additional drill holes for
the ponds designated and to additional ponds or wetlands, provided the
applicant notifies the Commission in writing in advance and complies
with the conditions of this permit, and provided the applicant
demonstrates that slant drilling from shore is not feasible.

This permit is approved only upon the above stated conditions and remains
valid only if you comply with all of these conditions. In addition, any
person aggrieved by this decision of the Staff may, within 30 days, request
that the Commission review the decision.
DATED AT AUGUSTA, MAINE, THIS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ch__,.,0'---'1?-/4--'o_?_______

Land Use Regulation Commission

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
State House Sta. 22 · Augusta, Me. 04333 · Tel. 12071 289-2631
In State Toll Free Number 1-800-452-8711

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY:
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL TO BE ATTACHED TO ALL BUILDING ANO
DEVELOPMENT PERMITS:
1.

Your permit is limited to the proposal as set forth in the application and as modified by these and any other specified conditions of
approval. All changes are subject to the review and approval of the
Corm1ission. Any change from the application of the conditions of
approval of the Commission constitutes a violation of the Land Use
Regulation Commission Law.

2.

You must obtain and comply with all applicable licenses, permits,
and authorizations of all federal, state and local agencies, with
particular regard to the air and water pollution regulations of the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the Maine
Department of Human Services.

3. Setbacks of all structures from waterbodies, roads and property
boundaries must be in compliance with terms of your application
unless otherwise noted in your permit approval.
4.

In the event you should sell or lease your property, you must provide the buyer or lessee with a copy of your approved permit and
advise them of the conditions of approval.

5.

You must not advertise LURC approval without specific CoITITlission
approval of such advertising.

6. The scenic character and healthful condition of the area of the
project covered by this permit must be maintained. The area must be
kept free of litter, trash, junk cars, and any other obvious
eyesores or unsanitary deposits.
7.

Once construction is complete, you must notify the Commission that
the requirements and conditions of approval have been met. You must
submit all information requested by the Commission demonstrating
compliance with the terms of the application and all the conditions
of approval. Following notification of completion, the CoITITlission's
Staff may arrange and conduct a Compliance Inspection.

Revised 9/84
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STATE OF MAINE
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
STATE HOUSE STATIOi'-J 22
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August 1 , 1986

Terrence C. Williamson
Appalachian Resources Inc.
Building 121 BIA
Bangor, ME 04401
Subject:

Exploration Claims in T1 R5 WBKP (Jim Pond Twp.),
Franklin County on Jim Pond, Shallow Pond, Chase
Pond, and Greenbush Pond

Dear Mr. Williamson:
This will acknowledge receipt of your check in the amount of $516.25 for
the recording (4 claims@ $100.00 per claim) and rental fees (465 acres
@ $0.25 per acre) for the above subject claims for Utah International Inc.
According to our calculations, the acreage of the above subject claims is
as follows:
Jim Pond - 333 acres
Shallow Pond - 47 acres
Chase Pond - 15 acres
Greenbush Pond - 24 acres
The rental fee for 419 acres at $0.25 per acre is $104.75.
for $11.50 will be issued to you shortly.

A refund check

The above subject claims are assigned the following numbers:
86-4
86-5
86-6
86-7

Jim Pond
Shallow Pond
Chase Pond
Greenbush Pond

Claims 86-4 through 86-7 will be valid until midnight, June 30, 1987.
Sincerely,

,4,(4'&?

?.,,/4:7

Walter A. Anderson
Director and State Geologist

CAL/cs

MAINE ·GEOLOGICAL SURVEY· WALTER A ANDERSON, STATE GEOLOGIST - TELEPHONE 207·289·2801

Bldg 121 BIA

APPALACHIAN RESOURCES, INC.
Mineral Exploration

Y'"5:1(:ffinoarJ:w.a:ye
Bangor, Maine 04401
207-94 7-8359

July 14, 1986

Mr. Walter Anderson
Maine Geologi c al Survey
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine
0L1.330
Dear Mr . .A_nderson,
Please record the follo wing four claims for Utah International, Inc.,
P . O. Box 590, Stratton, hlaine 04982:
Jim Pond
Greenbush Pond
Shallow Pond
Chase Pond

365 acres
28

55

17

These are located in Jim Pond Township (TlR5 WBKP), Franklin Co unty,
map , enlarg ed from a U,SGS topo graphic map shows the ponds and the claim
pos ts ; such are also located on enclosed air photos.
A

Base metals and precious metals are the princ i ple commodities sought.
We have enclosed a chec k for
first year rent.

cc Chris Mattson

c__i'\.e ct< t0 o. .lf 3~"f<e_ce ,ve.d '7 - 1s-f(p

$516.25 for the re gistration fee and the
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May 10, 1984

Mr. Chris Mattson
Ut,1h Internat.ionat, Inc.
9111 Cross Park Dr.
Cross Park Plaza Bldg "B"
Knoxville, Tenn.
37923
Subject:

Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims
Claims

5790-5807, TlR5WBKP Jim Pond, Franklin County
5808-5815, Tea Pond, TlR5WBKP, Jim Pond, Franklin County
5816-5818, Greenbush Pond, TlR5WBKP Jim Pond, Franklin Comt
5819-5840, Jim Pond, TlR5WBKP Jim Pond, Franklin County
5841-5844, Shallow Pond, TlR5WBKP Jim Pond, Franklin County
5845, Chase Pond, TlR5WBKP Jim Pond, Franklin County

Dear Mr. Mattson:
This letter acknowledges the recording of the above subject 56 mining
claims staked by Utah Internationa, Inc., Prospector's Permit #84-003.
These claims were recorded in our office on May 8, 1984, at 3: 00 p.m. DST.
The above claims are valid until midnight, December 31, 1984.
Very truly yours,

Walter A. Anderson
State Geologist
WM/er

Form B
STATE OF MAINE
Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
MINING OPERATIONS

PROSPECTORS PERMIT NO. 84 -

003

Expires fvfidnight, December 31, 1984
These presents certify that Utah International,

.1s

.

Inc.
Box 2240, Carrabassett Valley Academy
Kingfield ME 04947. .
.
.
lands owned by lhe State o( Mame, mcludmg lands held m

authorized to enter upon
trust, when the trust is such as t.o be consistent with mineral development, for the purpose
of prospecting for valuable minerals and metals except water, sand and gravel, in accordance
with the provisions of the Maine Geological Survey, M.R.S., Chap. 201A, Sub. Chap. I I,
Sec. 54 7. If machinery or explosives are to be used for prospecting on state land, the
methods to be employed and the amount of explosives to be allowed must first be
approved by the Geological Survey, and a permit obtained from the Survey.
••·. •.::::-.-:-: ........................................................ :-:-::-::-: ........... :::::.--:-........ First Issue ....... X............ .

DATE OF BIRTH

WEIGHT

,,M.;afech. ..2.,....1.~~~....................................

HEIGHT

,/'~~,~;~it~

Keer> thi!i certificnte on your pi•rson wlwn prospecting on St11h1 lnnd/;,

UTAH INTERNATIONAL INC.
9111 CROSS PARK DRIVE
CROSS PARK PLAZA, BUILDING " B"
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37923
(615) 690-1018
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APPALACHIAN RESOURCES, INC.
Mineral Exploration

Bldg. 121, B. I.

~~~~~
Bangor, Maine 04401
207-947-8359

December 21, 1984

Ms. Carole Ricker
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Conservation
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Ms. Ricker:
Acting as Agent for Utah International Inc., we hereby
request the following:
\

1.

Please grant an ice out extension for
claims 5808 - 5845 covering Tea Pond,
Qhase P_e>IJ:c!, ShallQJ\I_J'ong, Greenbush
Pond, and Jim Pond, in Jim Pond Township, Franklin County, Maine;
so that
assessment work can be done on the ice
during the winter of 1984-1985.

2.

Please renew Prospector's Permit #84-003.

3.

Please issue a machinery and explosives
permit as per the enclosed application.

4.

Please find enclosed a check for $390.00
for the renewal fee and permit fee.

5.

Please do all of the above in the name of
Utah International, Inc., Box 2240, Carrabassett Valley Academy, Kingfield, Maine
04947.
Yours truly,

~

-~{1,t~LTerrence C. Williamson
cc:

Chris Mattson

Enclosures

J' OI lll \..:,

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES

Utah International, Inc.

I, ··································•························•····················································---··········••····························································································································-·Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

..........................Box ....2.2 4 o. '··········q·~·~E.~.~~.~.~.~..~.~. Va 11 e y ... Academy·-------·············..·······•··········..··--······street or Post Office Address

..........................King f .i. e 1 d., .....Maine .........9-.~.~.~.!. . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·•·••··-·Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No ......8.4::::.0.0.3 ............_, dated ........................................................ , hereby make application
. · or exp
· l os1ves
·
· prospect·mg on cl aim
· ( s ) N o.....................................
5808 - 5845
to use mach mery
m
·······················----·•·····--·•···•···-

Town of ..... J.im .... P.ond ...................................................................., County of .......F..r.a.nk.l..iJL .........................................................-·-········-•
1.

The methods to be employed will include the use of the following types of machinery or amounts of
explosives in the following ways:

Standard ground Electromagnetics, Induced Polarization/
Resistivity, and Magnetics: using standard equipment
and procedures

2.

Vi1hat effects may the proposed procedures be e:q)ected to cause, if any, to other natural resources or

fish and game?

None

December 21, 1984
Date

-r ew~

···············.. ·····•·············~·• ... •··································· ................................ _
Applicant's Signature

Terrence C. Williamson

STATE OF MAINE

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
S1ATE HOUSE S1A110i'-J 22

RICH/,RD B ANDERSOt·,
COW.'.ISoiOi ✓ CR

December 31 , 1 984

Mr. Terrence C. Williamson
Appalachian Resources, Inc.
Bldg. 121, B.I.A.
Bang::>r, Me. 04401

Subject:

Claims 5808-5815,
Claims 5816-5818,
Claims 5819-5840,
Claims 5841-5844,
Claim 5845, Chase

-

Tea Pond, TlR5WBKP, Jim Pond, Franklin Comty
Greenbush Pond, TlR5WBKP, Jim Pond, Franklin Comty
Jim Pond, TlR5WBKP, Jim Pond, Franklin Comty
Shallow Pond, TlR5WBKP, Jim Pond, Franklin Comty
Pond, TlR5WBKP, Jim Pond, Franklin Com ty

Dear Mr. Williamson:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your check in the arroun t of $ 390. 00 fur
the renewal of the above subject 38 claims and Prospector's Permi.t held by
Utah International, Inc. This also acknowledges yo-ir request for an ice out
~en·sTCJn'·on tne·se ·over"'"'water claims.
In accordance with the Maine Mining Law on State-Owned Lands, I am
gr anting your extension request until May 1, 1985, to allow you time to conduct
assessment work on the ice to satisfy the investigatory work requirement for
1984.
Our 1985 Prospector's Fermi t forms are late in· arriving from the printer
and will be issrad as soon as possible.
This letter also acknowledges your Application fur Permit to Use Machinery
and Explosives on the above subject claims in the fullowing ways: "Standard
ground Electromagnetics, Induced Polarization/Resistivity, and Magnetics:
using standard equipnent and procedures". Fermi. ssion is g: anted by the
Maine Geological Survey fur this work.
Very truly yours,

Walter A. Anderson
State Geologist
WAA/cr
Enclosu::- e (1)

Form C

ST A TE OF MAINE

MAINE GEOLOGICAL SUR VEY
MAINE MINING OPERA TIO NS
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

~-+~~ .~~<\-~n~\~\ : ::i;~~ .- .- ~ :i-7:liO. . . ~(r.()\~~\\ .\1.":'\\e~ .A'74~~W\'-l .. ¼)~~~, \v\t .
(Loca1or's legal name and address a-i:lh;'.;~~ on Prospcc1or's Permit)
V
J
o1.{q~·7
holder of Prospector's Permit No . .. .~--:-~:> ... ,dated . .i.: -~~r!=-~ .'o¼ . .. . .... , as herewith exhibited,

I, ..

hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Operations Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more
particularly is describ.ed as follows:
·
'T"i~'5 W'l,3~

I.

Claim No'.S . 5."19~:\''"'N S:~~l ..Town of . .. -:~->.\~ ·-~

2.

Description of minerals sought:

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments :
~c.(2..

6

.~<::,\~ ~

4.

.+.~l".~-.c;,..,,..,~.. n:-e\.:o.\s.

\<e\c~ _ 4c.
J...IA. ..

':'I~ ..... .County of. -~~\"\<.\·>n . . .. .. .. . .

~w

c

d

vA r

c.ir-.i -er

1~ ~

-· - . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .

-/,(a e11.J1.(.»
cJ f?-

-l ~

pv4C..

~+ ,,.,

+wt ,., ~ "~ r1

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).

· N O:'r.::l'/f/d
·S-t'-o
. e ff ect unt1·1
.. ...
.. ..'Jw1·11 b e m
Cl aim
midnight, December 31, 19. J?Jf. .
First filing . . ) s . ... .. Renewal . . ... ... .

. . . . C .<Vrsi)~_;:_:t_. . .~
Name of Recorder

... .sir/J:1:1. ...3 :,.~

-.. . .. ... . .... .

Y.·.m . .... ......... ... .... .

Dale and time of recording

Form C

ST ATE OF MAINE

MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MAINE MINING OPERATIONS
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I,

.~.\s:,.~ ~~'"'.'~(J.~~~~\~t:'!.'..., . .'~1-.?-J49 . . . e:..~~s£1::"\\-.\b.\\t;:i·.A~A~.j·. ~~~e\:\,M.e..
(Locator•s legal name and address as shown on_Prospector's Permit)

_

\...

O~i.\'7

l

e~ ........ .,
1

holder of Prospector's Permit No. ~ ~ ~-' · . . .. , dated . 1. . ~<;,.r-.e.. . .
as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Operations Law. The claim is composed of the I ands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more
particularly is described as follows:
·

,n~. 5

w~~\>

1.

Claim No'. .S. ~~ ~

. ~~,.~ .Town of .. .~~~l>~~ .....

2.

. . o f mmera
.
1s soug h t: ..
~
- .. ......... .....•"hr">:>C'\
<· .. .•rf\e.,~\
-, . .,.-...
0
D escr1pt1on
,~
r''·...,. . . ~~~
. ... .. ,\S
.. .. •... ... ..... ........ .

.. County of . .~a;.-~~'.'\ ... . ..... .

\:-c

+--

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).

I certVi;J:a~).he clAim was staked qut a?d boundary line.s ;narked or pickets placed thereon as required by law on
the . . . .
. ':l ':t h. day \>f .A~n.\. . .... , 19 .~':1. .. Tpe clai!\l is t,q be , ecot ed in ~ e name of

.. ~~~:I:rs~c;,.~~\.-:x;\"\C , .~~'."-. :1,~':-\.q .. q~rrn'<>~s~ .V~\\ej. . A~. ~JN; ... .•~be\c\,.1'4, ..

(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector ' s Permit)
,I
J
!01.f\'-f
who is holder of Prospector's Permit No. 1:i.'?~.- 99) ., dated -~ M<~:c:~~e';f as herewith exhibited .

..... .. .~ ..~ .eY ... ... .... ......
Date

..... ..~

.e : .~ ~ · ··· · ··· ·· · · ·· ··· ···

Signature of applica nt

Claim NoSft'E> ·:%."f:5': m be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19. f?.<f .. .

.. ... .C.~
e.-.r(.,.~
Na me of Recorder

.. ..... . . . .. .

First filing . .. ~ ...... Renewal ... . .... .

. .. :4/<f/f'f
... ..3 .~.~
Date and time o f recording

.P: I?? .·. .. ..... .. ....... .

7

~orm C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MAINE MINING OPERA TIO NS

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, . .~¾~

.~~\:e-:~~C).~<:;~~~, -~~~. ·..·l?i.~

.1 l-~9...CA~.,..~~.\\-.

(Loca1or•s legal nam,· and address as shown o n Prospcc lo r's Permi1)

. ,

I

~~,~.A~~b'\~
.. .~,,~s'.\M,
Mc.
.
J
\}
IDt.\<\47

M~r-~\-..~":t ...... ...,

holder of Prospector's Permit No. :~-;<:;Q3 . . . . , dated .2...
as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Operations Law. The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more
particularly is described as follows:

-,-n~.s

No:s .!?'~\",, :~

v./'e,~
·
.~ e,\'~ . . . Town of . .. .°;l:,m·~~<i_ . . . . .. County of. ~'~~\.<\~~. . .. .. . . .. .

I.

Claim

2.

. .
.
1s soug h t.· .~
· .. . .."T-,
" - . , ~1
Descnp!lon
o f mmera
. ~,e;..
r .,....
.~, c. ) c. :·~' ~

+

,......tZ.\J1\S-. ·t·"'l
• . ....... . .. ....... .. .. .
= ~C.,
. . .

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim co_rners with distances, bearings , and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, stream s, dams, coastline, roads, brid ges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application) .

I cerrify that ~li,e claim was staked c;ut ~nd boundary Jin~~ marked or pi~ket.s placed thereon as r~quired by law on
the . .. .. ':-/. .~ .. . . . day of A-f>n\ . . . .. . , 19 ~!-f . . . The .cJa1m 1s to be l ec01 ded in the nam e of
1
.~lq\.\:,-;,,:\~ma.-k.~l. :::X-nc, . ."":e~ .i,µ.fo. . ~~\y...~s~-+\:- .~C\l\~'4 .~~~.
If\~ . ~~¥\~\<\.,.~ ..
(Legal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit) .
V
V
V
O\\qL.{
who is holder of Prospector's Permit No . ~'9-4. :-~~.. . , dated i M.C\n:~
as herewith exhibited .

~4

.... ..Date
... 4.M~~\...) .~l:l ..... .. .... ... .
1Y..11 b e in
· N o✓
,H;:-/b-Sl?
. e ffect unt1·1
P : . . . .... w1
Cl aim
midnight, December 31, 19 . ?."j ..
First filing ...

:X . .. ..

Renewal . . .... .. .

.........~..e-...~~············ ··· ···
Signalllre o r a pplicant

✓.:. '~~ ... .. ... .... .

.. .~ < J . -. .

Name or Recorder

... .,_s/.r/k~ ....3 .~Po.P.: .m .: .. .. .... . . ... .. . .
Date a nd lime o r recording
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Form C

ST A TE OF MAINE
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MAINE MINING OPERA TIO NS

APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .

µ.\q.'-' - ~ r-i\~9-~~\ -:+T~.•.-:-1?~:-;:. .?-:i:':\9 .. o~ITA-~►-~\.\-: ~9
\ \~ . k~e.~ ..~\'\Q~~\A I Me.
f
:J
.
V
V
~Gt.\7
(Locator·s k gal name and address as shown on Prospector's Permit)

,

holder of Prospector's Permit No. ~~':\.~ ).. .. . , dated .. :2.. .t4c;i.,!=-k6.LJ ..... ... .. , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Operations Law . The claim is composed of the lands shown on the sketch attached hereto, and more
particularly is described as follows:
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I.

Claim No~S . .~~~~ :~~- ~~~<? . .Town of . .- ; { \ ~ ~ - .. .. .. .. County of. ~~~~\,.~ .... . .... .

2.

Description of minerals sought: -~

3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application) .

. :~ .~'~"\<?~ . .

~~\Q\s:.,g;\.~.·... .... ........ ..... .. .. .

I certify that ~he claim was staked out and boundary lin_e ~ marked or pickets placed thereon as required by law on
the . . ... .~ . ~ ..
d<\Y of . A~,7'\ . .... , 19 ~':-\ . . . T;qe cl~\m is J to \be recorded in .the (l i me of .
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who is holder of Prospector's Permit No .
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Date
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Claim No .-...?1f
be in effect until
midnight, December 31, 19 .'i?.<f. ..
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dated
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MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MAINE MINING OPERATIONS
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM
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holder of Prospector's Permit No . ~~:~ ?>. . . .. , dated . i . ~f~'!i\ ~7 .. . ... .. ... , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provi sions of the Maine
Mining Operations Law . The claim is composed of the l a nds shown on the sketch a ttached hereto, and more
particularly is described as follows:
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3.

Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, a nd corn er markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coas tline, roads, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).
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Form C

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
MAINE MINING OPERA TIO NS
APPLICATION TO RECORD THE STAKING OUT OF A CLAIM

I, .. .
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. +.-."':~~<?~~<;\,.-*.~~-·-.'~P'f-, ~J.:L{O. . -~~,c-~~i
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holder of Prospector's Permit No. ~ -€~ -;~~-. .. , dated . .t .
~":t.. .... ... . , as herewith exhibited,
hereby make application to record the staking out of a claim in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Operations Law . The claim is composed of the I ands shown on the sketch a ttached hereto, and more
particularly is described as follows :
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Description of location of claim with reference to
township boundaries, natural objects or permanent monuments:

4.

Drawing(s) of claim area showing claim corners with distances, bearings, and corner markings, applicable witness points, permanent monuments, ponds, streams, dams, coastline, road s, bridges, power
lines, buildings and other such objects as will identify the claim location (attach drawing(s) to application).
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